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Quantization of Non-Critical Bosonic Open String Theory
Igor Nikitin
Fraunhofer Society, IMK.VE, 53754, St.Augustin, Germany
The theory of relativistic strings is considered in frames of
Hamiltonian formalism and Dirac’s quantization procedure.
A special gauge fixing condition is formulated, related with
the world sheet of the string in Lorentz-invariant way. As
a result, a new set of Lorentz-invariant canonical variables
is constructed, in which a consistent quantization of bosonic
open string theory could be done in Minkowski space-time
of dimension d = 4. The obtained quantum theory possesses
spin-mass spectrum with Regge-like behavior.
PACS 11.25.Pm: non-critical string theory
1 Introduction
The model of relativistic string has been proposed
by Nambu, Hara and Goto [1–3] in the early 1970s
for the description of the internal structure of
strongly interacting particles, the hadrons. The
initial purpose was the explanation of spin-mass
spectra of the hadrons, as well as certain experi-
mentally established properties of their interaction
amplitudes [4–6]. Nowadays the construction of
the string-inspired models of the hadrons is con-
tinued [7–14]. The idealized theoretical model was
equipped by necessary physical details: quarks at
the ends of the string, carrying masses, electric
charges, spin and other quantum numbers; differ-
ent mechanisms of the string breaking, responsi-
ble for the decays of the hadrons. The progress of
this construction has been reported in the book
[15]. Meanwhile the development of string the-
ory selected a different way. It was early rec-
ognized [16–19] that quantization of Nambu-Goto
model possesses anomalies at the physical dimen-
sion of the space-time d = 4, and is free of anoma-
lies at d = 26. It was also noticed that inclusion
of additional fermionic degrees of freedom to the
theory [20, 21] cancels the anomaly at less value
of dimension d = 10. Later this approach was
combined with the other idea: some of dimen-
sions were considered as coordinates on a com-
pact manifold of physically small size. Further de-
velopments, excellently reviewed in [22, 23], have
included more complex mathematical structures
to the theory, considered multi-dimensional exten-
sions of the strings (p-branes), as well as their su-
persymmetric analogs, and formed a powerful di-
rection of modern theoretical physics, providing
a basis for the construction of Grand Unification
Theory. However, this approach cannot be imme-
diately applied in the models of hadrons, where the
subject of consideration is bosonic 4-dimensional
Nambu-Goto string, while the introduction of ex-
tra dimensions and additional degrees of freedom
changes this system essentially.
Nowadays a lot of work has been done in the
field of non-critical string theory, studying the pos-
sibilities for string quantization beyond the crit-
ical dimension d = 26. Polyakov [24] used the
path integration technique to construct the quan-
tum string theory at arbitrary d. It has been shown
in this paper that at d = 26 the theory admits
oscillator representation, while at d 6= 26 the the-
ory becomes equivalent to a non-linear field the-
ory. In operator formalism the problem was con-
sidered by Rohrlich [25]. In this paper a consis-
tent quantum theory was constructed for Nambu-
Goto string at arbitrary d. For this purpose a spe-
cial Lorentz-invariant parametrization of the world
sheet (time-like gauge) was used, with the gauge
axis directed along total momentum Pµ. Lorentz-
invariant parametrizations were also used in papers
[12, 26–29] presenting other approaches to quanti-
zation of non-critical string theory.
This paper extends the approaches of [12,25–29]
to the gauge of a special form, which can be consid-
ered as Lorentz-invariant modification of light cone
one. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces general concepts and a formalism, used
for the elimination of anomalies from the Lorentz
group in string theory. This formalism is a com-
bination of general methods, comprehensively de-
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scribed in [26,30,31], which in fact can be applied
to any theory. Wherever possible, we provide the
mathematical details of the methods and the de-
scription of their physical meaning. In Sections 3
and 4 we investigate the algebraic and geometric
properties of the constructed mechanics. Section 5
is devoted to its quantization. The obtained results
are discussed in Section 6.
2 General concepts
Quantization [30, 32] is a linear mapping f → fˆ of
a pre-defined set of classical variables to a set of
operators, satisfying the following correspondence
principle: ih¯{f, g} → [fˆ , gˆ]. Here {, } is Poisson
bracket, [, ] is commutator, h¯ is Planck’s constant.
Additionally it is required that real-valued dynam-
ical variables should be represented by Hermitian
operators, the unity should be preserved: 1 → 1ˆ,
the space of states should be positively defined and
irreducible under the action of the constructed op-
erators (does not have a smaller subspace invariant
under their action).
It is shown in [32] that the correspondence princi-
ple cannot be satisfied for all dynamical variables in
the theory. This property is related with ordering
ambiguities for non-commuting operators. Indeed,
let’s consider two sets of classical variables, related
by some non-linear transformation: ai ↔ bi. If the
correspondence principle is satisfied for the set ai:
{ai, aj} → [aˆi, aˆj ], then the commutator of oper-
ators [bˆi(aˆ), bˆj(aˆ)], represented as non-linear func-
tions of aˆ, can contain ordering ambiguities, which
create anomalous terms absent in Poisson bracket
{bi, bj}. In spite of the fact that a contribution
of such terms is suppressed by additional factor h¯,
their occurrence can lead to serious problems in
quantum theory, especially if bi represent the gen-
erators of symmetries of the system. On the other
hand, if the correspondence principle is satisfied
for the set bi, the commutator [bˆi, bˆj ] is postulated
directly from Poisson bracket {bi, bj} and has no
anomalies. The anomalies can appear in the com-
mutator [aˆi(bˆ), aˆj(bˆ)]. The common practice is to
select a convenient basis of independent variables,
where the quantization is performed, trying to keep
all generators of symmetries simple functions of in-
dependent variables and thus to avoid the occur-
rence of anomalies in their commutators.
To make this general consideration more con-
crete, let ai represent the set of oscillator vari-
ables of string theory in the light cone gauge, and
bi = (Mµν , ξi), where Mµν are the generators of
Lorentz group and ξi is a set of variables comple-
menting Mµν to the full phase space. In selection
of such a set one needs to take care that ξi will
have simple Poisson brackets with Mµν and among
themselves. Local existence of such variables is
provided by Darboux theorem [31], while the de-
termination of the global structure for their region
of variation is generally a complex task [26]. Fur-
ther, performing the quantization of string theory
in variables ai, we obtain well known anomaly in
the commutator [Mµν(a),Mρσ(a)]. On the other
hand, performing the quantization of string the-
ory in variables bi, we do not have the anomaly
in [Mµν ,Mρσ ]. Anomalies can appear in the com-
mutator [ai(b), aj(b)]. However, the point is that
there is no more necessity to use the variables ai
in the theory, because the role of internal variables
is now played by ξi, whose commutator does not
have the anomalies. Also, if such necessity would
appear, the anomaly in [ai(b), aj(b)] does not lead
to any further problems in the theory. Even if the
anomalies would be excluded both from [ai, aj ] and
[bi, bj ], one can always find the third set of variables
ci, highly non-linear in terms of independent ones
that their commutator [ci, cj ] will have the anoma-
lies. As we already mentioned, the correspondence
principle cannot be satisfied for all variables in the
theory, according to the theorem [32].
It becomes clear that the anomalies essentially
depend on the choice of canonical variables in
which the quantization is performed. This property
was previously discussed in [26]. Actually, this fact
is well known and even presented in the textbooks
on string theory, e.g. in [23] on p.157: “Should
one not try to use a different representation of the
string operators so as to avoid the central charge?
Again, it might very well be possible to construct
such a representation and, if so, it is very likely
that the resulting quantum theory would be very
different from the one explained here. It could be
that this yet-to-be-constructed theory would pos-
sess an intrinsic interest of its own (e.g., through
the occurrence of infinite-dimensional representa-
tions of the Lorentz algebra). Moreover, because
this theory would not be based on the use of oscil-
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lator variables, it might be more easily extendable
to higher-dimensional objects, such as the mem-
brane.” However, an opinion can be often encoun-
tered that anomalies in string theory are stable,
i.e. can be transferred from one sector to the other
one, but cannot be completely removed. Really
this no-go theorem has never been proven. It is
only proven that string theory in the oscillator rep-
resentation, formed by Fourier coefficients of the
world sheet expansion, has similar anomalies both
in covariant and non-covariant approach. It is not
proven that anomaly is present in every possible
representation. The paper [33] can be considered
as an attempt to build such a proof using geo-
metrical quantization technique. The geometrical
quantization [32] is an implementation of canonical
procedure by means of differential geometrical con-
structions available in the classical theory. Most of
the elements of this technique are coordinate inde-
pendent. However, it was pointed out in [32] that
as a whole it is not coordinate independent due to
the choice of irreducible component in the space
of states, known also as polarization. Holomor-
phic polarization chosen in [33] makes the theory
equivalent to the oscillator one, reproducing the
anomaly inherent to this representation. Again, it
has not been proven that the anomaly is present in
every polarization. It gradually becomes clear that
the above mentioned no-go theorem is not satisfied,
because the canonical quantization in the variables
(Mµν , ξi) immediately excludes the anomaly from
the Lorentz group. Such a set was explicitly con-
structed in the paper [26]. An alternative set will
be constructed in the given paper using a different
representation.
Quantization of theories with gauge symmetries
has own peculiarities. On the classical level such
theories have Dirac’s constraints Ln, which gen-
erate gauge symmetries via Poisson brackets [30].
There are two main approaches for quantization
of such theories. In the first one, called covariant
quantization, the constraints are imposed on the
state vectors LnΨ = 0, thus selecting gauge invari-
ant wave functions in the space of states. If the
algebra [Ln, Lm] has the anomaly, it cannot be im-
plemented by means of canonical formalism, but its
certain extensions can be used, such as implemen-
tation only a half of constraints in the theory [23].
In the second approach the gauge fixing conditions
are imposed in addition to the primary constraints,
which select one representative from each gauge or-
bit. In this case the whole set of constraints be-
longs to the 2nd class in Dirac’s terminology [30],
the mechanics should be reduced to their surface
by corresponding redefinition of Poisson brackets,
and after that can be quantized. An intermedi-
ate position is taken by the “reduced phase space”
formalism [34], where the role of the phase space
is played by the factor-space with respect to the
group of gauge symmetry. In frames of this for-
malism the gauge fixation corresponds to a choice
of basis in the space of gauge invariants. Indeed,
in string theory the world sheet can be parameter-
ized by a temporal component of coordinate along
some axis nµ. Light-like vector nµ corresponds to
the light cone gauge, while nµ = Pµ/
√
P 2, where
Pµ is total momentum, is Rohrlich’s gauge [25].
The oscillator variables are Fourier coefficients
ak =
∫
dσ Q′(σ)eikσ ,
where Q′(σ) = x′(σ) + p(σ) and σ is the light cone
or Rohrlich’s gauge parameter: σ = π(nQ)/(nP ).
Obviously, the same variables can be written in the
form of parametric invariants
ak =
∫
dQ eikπ(nQ)/(nP ).
For the light cone gauge this formula gives well
known DDF variables [35]. In terms of these vari-
ables the world sheet can be reconstructed (up to
translations). Thus, the gauge fixation does not
make the theory restricted or weak in some other
sense, but provides the particular choice of basis in
the space of gauge invariants. When nµ is changed,
the basis ak(nµ) is changed accordingly. As we al-
ready know, such change influences the anomalies,
which therefore depend on the selected gauge.
This effect can be also understood using the fol-
lowing geometrical consideration. In the standard
light cone gauge the vector nµ is non-dynamical,
e.g. nµ = (1, 1, 0, 0). Because the Lorentz
transformations change the position of the world
sheet with respect to this axis, they are followed
by reparametrizations of the world sheet. On
quantum level the reparametrization group has
anomaly, which appears also in Lorentz group and
violates Lorentz covariance of the theory. This is
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a main problem of string theory in standard light
cone gauge. On the other hand, the Rohrlich’s
gauge relates nµ with the world sheet itself. As a
result, the Lorentz generators transform nµ and the
world sheet simultaneously, without reparametriza-
tions. The same property holds if one relates light-
like axis nµ with the world sheet, thus constructing
Lorentz-invariant light cone gauge. In the paper
[26] the (Mµν , ξi) set was constructed with the aid
of Rohrlich’s parametrization, while in the present
paper we will use for this purpose the Lorentz-
invariant light cone gauge. Below we present a
general formalism used to construct various gauges
of this kind and will select a particular one in the
next Section. We will see also that the mechanism
of anomaly cancellation from the Lorentz group is
actually the same as in [26], namely – transition to
such canonical basis, that the Lorentz group gen-
erators Mµν will become simple functions of inde-
pendent variables.
The construction of Lorentz-invariant light cone
gauge uses the following general scheme, see fig.1.
We consider a group G of gauge transformations
of the world sheet, induced by different choices
of the gauge axis nµ on the light cone. It is a
finite-dimensional subgroup in a group of general
reparametrizations of the world sheet. Standard
fixation of the light cone gauge corresponds to a se-
lection of one point inG, performed in Lorentz non-
invariant way. The first step of our construction is
a recovery of G-symmetry in the classical mechan-
ics. The gauge axis nµ becomes a dynamical vari-
able, and the gauge group G is canonically imple-
mented by means of explicitly constructed Hamil-
tonian generators. Already at this step the Lorentz
group generators Mµν are constructed, which are
gauge equivalent to the standard ones and trans-
form the world sheet together with the gauge axis,
rigidly attached to it. It is shown by explicit com-
putation, that on quantum level the algebra of
Mµν has no anomalies. At this step the quantum
anomaly is moved to the gauge group G. The sec-
ond step consists in a choice of a new representative
on the gauge orbit of G, this time related with the
world sheet in Lorentz invariant way. We select
a special representative, using gauge fixing condi-
tions of Lorentz-invariant Abelian type, which lead
to algebraically and geometrically simple mechan-
ics. At the third step the gauge is finally fixed to
this representative, and the anomalous gauge de-
gree of freedom is eliminated.
G
std lcg lia lcg
I
II
III
Fig.1. Lorentz-invariant fixation of the light cone gauge.
Implementation of this program includes the fol-
lowing components.
Geometrical description of the world sheet
[26,36]. Let’s introduce a function, related with
string’s coordinates and momenta by expressions
Qµ(σ) = xµ(σ) +
∫ σ
0
dσ˜ pµ(σ˜),
xµ(σ) = (Qµ(σ) +Qµ(−σ))/2, (1)
pµ(σ) = (Q
′
µ(σ) +Q
′
µ(−σ))/2
(x, p are even functions of σ). In terms of oscillator
variables, commonly used in string theory:
Qµ(σ) = Xµ +
Pµ
π
σ + 1√
π
∑
n 6=0
anµ
in e
inσ.
The curve, defined by the function Qµ(σ) (fur-
ther called supporting curve) has the following
properties: (i) the curve is light-like: Q′2(σ) = 0,
this property is equivalent to Virasoro constraints
on oscillator variables; (ii) the curve is period-
ical: Q(σ + 2π) − Q(σ) = 2P ; (iii) the curve
coincides with the world line of one string end:
x(0, τ) = Q(τ); the world line of another end
is the same curve, shifted onto the semi-period:
x(π, τ) = Q(π + τ) − P ; (iv) the whole world
sheet is reconstructed by this curve as follows:
x(σ, τ) = (Q(σ1)+Q(σ2))/2, σ1,2 = τ±σ; (v) Pois-
son brackets for the function Qµ(σ) are:
{Qµ(σ), Qν(σ˜)} = −2gµνϑ(σ − σ˜); (2)
(vi) Virasoro constraints generate reparametriza-
tions of supporting curve: H =
∫
dσF (σ)Q′2(σ)/4,
Q˙µ(σ) = {Qµ(σ),H} = F (σ)Q′µ(σ). Hamiltonian
with F = 1 generates uniform shifts of the argu-
ment Q(σ)→ Q(τ + σ), corresponding to the evo-
lution of the string in conformal parametrization
on the world sheet: (x˙ ± x′)2 = 0. Here ϑ(σ) =
4
[σ/2π] + 12 , [x] is integer part of x, the derivative
ϑ(σ)′ = ∆(σ) is periodical delta-function; Pµ is to-
tal momentum of the string.
These properties are proven in [26] and by the other
method in [36].
Mechanics in center-of-mass frame [26].
Let’s introduce orthonormal tetrad of vectors: Nαµ ,
where NαµN
β
µ = g
αβ and N0µ = Pµ/
√
P 2. Let’s
decompose the supporting curve by this tetrad:
Qµ(σ) = N
α
µQ
α(σ).
Remark: following to [26], it is assumed that vari-
ables Nαµ depend only on total momentum Pµ and
constant non-dynamical vectors. Particularly, the
space-like components N iµ can be explicitly con-
structed in terms of time-like vector Pµ and con-
stant linearly independent space-like vectors V iµ
by application of Gram-Schmidt orthonormaliza-
tion procedure to (Pµ, V
i
µ). After that, the dy-
namical action of Lorentz group cannot transform
Nαµ as Lorentz vectors, but creates more com-
plicated transformation law, see [27]. On the
other hand, the performed substitution obviously
does not change the Poisson brackets {Mµν ,Mρσ},
{Qµ,Mρσ}, provided that Poisson brackets of new
canonical variables Qα are derived from old ones
Qµ using standard formalism, see Appendix 1.
Therefore, the variables Qµ and Mµν , being ex-
pressed in terms of new canonical variables Qα,
are still transformed as Lorentz tensors. Further
details of this technique are available in [26,27].
The projection of supporting curve to CMF,
given by space-like components Qi(σ), is a closed
curve. The total length of this curve equals 2
√
P 2.
The total area vector for the oriented surface pulled
on this curve is independent on the surface and
equals 2~S, where ~S is orbital moment1 of the
string in CMF. These properties are also proven
in [26,36].
1In this paper we consider bosonic string theory and do
not introduce extra spin entities. The terms “orbital mo-
ment”, “generator of rotations” and “spin” refer to the same
variable, which finally determines the spin of elementary par-
ticles, resulting from quantization. We use the system of
units 2πα′ = c = h¯ = 1, where α′ is string’s tension con-
stant, c is light velocity, h¯ is Planck’s constant; the metric
in Minkowski space has a signature (+−−−).
Lorentz-invariant light cone gauge [29].
Virasoro constraints generate reparametrizations
of supporting curve, and the gauge fixing con-
ditions to Virasoro constraints select particular
parametrization on this curve. In principle, any
parametrization can be constructed, introducing
any necessary dynamical variables, but only some
of them lead to simple Hamiltonian mechanics.
Usually the following parametrization is selected:
σ = π(nQ)/(nP )+Const, i.e. for the parameter σ
a component of Qµ in the direction nµ is used. The
vector nµ is called gauge axis. As we have men-
tioned above, the choice of the gauge axis in the
direction of total momentum: nµ = Pµ/
√
P 2 cor-
responds to time-like Rohrlich’s gauge [25], while
the choice of the gauge axis in light-like direction:
n2 = 0 is called light cone gauge. In the last
case the common procedure is to consider light-
like vectors n± = (1,±~n)/
√
2, ~n2 = 1, n2± = 0,
n+n− = 1, define the components of Q′µ along n±
as Q′± = (n∓Q′), and the space-like component,
orthogonal to ~n, as ~Q′⊥, select the gauge axis in
the direction n−: Q′+ = P+/π, and using the con-
dition Q′2 = 2Q′+Q′− − ~Q′⊥2 = 0, finally express
the remaining component in terms of P and ~Q′⊥:
Q′− = π( ~Q′⊥)
2/2P+. Then, substituting Fourier ex-
pansion for ~Q′⊥, we can express the whole mechan-
ics in terms of total momentum, mean coordinate
and Fourier coefficients (transverse oscillator vari-
ables).
Let’s introduce the following parametrization on
the supporting curve:
Qα(σ) = Qα(0) +
∫ σ
0
dσ′aα(σ′), (3)
a0(σ) =
π
2
√
P 2
(
P 2
π2
+ |a(σ)|2
)
,
~a(σ) =
a(σ) + a∗(σ)
2
~e1 +
a(σ) − a∗(σ)
2
i~e2 +
+
π
2
√
P 2
(
P 2
π2
− |a(σ)|2
)
~e3,
where a(σ) =
√
2
π
∑
n 6=0
ane
−inσ and ~ek is an or-
thonormal basis in CMF. Here we easily recognize
the light cone gauge Q+(σ) ≡ n−µQµ(σ) = Q+(0)+
1
π
√
P 2
2 σ with the gauge axis n
−
µ =
1√
2
(N0µ−N iµei3).
The difference from standard approach is that n−µ
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is now dynamical variable, because we do not fix ~e3
to a constant vector. Using this parametrization,
we obtain the following mechanics:
Pµ, Zµ + infinite set of oscillators ak, a
∗
k +
+ the top ~ei, ~S,
with Poisson brackets, derived in Appendix 1:
{Zµ, Pν} = gµν ,
{ak, a∗n} = ikδkn, k, n ∈ Z\{0}, (4)
{Si, Sj} = −ǫijkSk, {Si, ejn} = −ǫijkekn.
Here Zµ =
1
2
√
P 2
∫ 2π
0 dσ a
0(σ)(Qµ(σ)−(σπ−1)Pµ)+
1
2ǫ
ijkΓijµ S
k is Newton-Wigner mean coordinate [26],
conjugated to Pµ; Γ
ij
µ = N
i
ν∂N
j
ν/∂Pµ are Christof-
fel symbols and ~S = −14
∫ 2π
0 dσ
∫ σ
0 dσ
′ ~a(σ)×~a(σ′)
is an orbital moment of the string in CMF.
The mechanics is restricted by four constraints
of the 1st class:
{χ0, χi} = 0 , {χi, χj} = ǫijkχk,
which include mass shell condition and require-
ments of the form “spin of the top is equal to the
spin of the string”:
χ0 =
P 2
2π − L0 = 0, L0 =
∑
n 6=0
a∗nan,
χ3 = S3 −A3 = 0, A3 =
∑
n 6=0
1
na
∗
nan,
χ+ = S+ −A+ = 0, χ− = S− −A− = 0,
χ± = χ1 ± iχ2, S± = S1 ± iS2,
A− =
√
2π
P 2
∑
k,n,k+n 6=0
1
kakana
∗
k+n, (5)
A+ =
√
2π
P 2
∑
k,n,k+n 6=0
1
ka
∗
ka
∗
nak+n,
where Si = S
keki is a projection of
~S onto ~ei. Ac-
cording to Dirac’s theory of constrained mechanical
systems [30], the constraints of the 1st class gener-
ate gauge transformations:
• χ0 generates phase shifts of oscillator variables
E0 : an → ane−inτ and translations of mean
coordinate Z → Z + Pτ/π; these transforma-
tions shift the argument Q(σ) → Q(σ + τ);
equivalently they produce a reparametrization
of the world sheet, related with the evolution
of the string;
• χ3 generates phase shifts R3 : an →
ane
−iα and rotations of ~e1,2 about ~e3: ~ei →
R(~e3,−α)~ei, i = 1, 2; these transformations
preserve Q(σ) and points on the world sheet;
• χ1,2 generate rotations of basis ~ei about axes
~e1,2 and certain non-linear transformations
of oscillator variables; these transformations
change the direction of the gauge axis and per-
form corresponding reparametrizations of the
supporting curve and the world sheet.
The obtained parametrization of the world sheet
differs from the standard light cone gauge by the
introduction of six variables (~ei, ~S), forming the
mechanics of the top. It also includes three con-
straints of the 1st class, which directly eliminate
three degrees of freedom (~S = ~A), and generate
gauge transformations, identifying three remaining
ones (physical observables are independent on the
choice of ~ei). According to Dirac’s theory of con-
straints [30], such implementation leads to equiva-
lent mechanical system. At this point we have re-
covered the gauge symmetry G, mentioned in Sec-
tion 2, in the classical mechanics. It is the group
of the world sheet reparametrizations, related with
a different choices of the gauge axis. Now the
gauge axis is a dynamical variable, presented by the
unit norm 3-vector ~e3 in the center-of-mass frame,
and by the above defined light-like 4-vector n−µ in
Minkowski space. G-symmetry is generated canon-
ically by the constraints χi, with factorization by
the trivial subgroup R3, and possesses the group
manifold G = SO(3)/SO(2) = S2.
Lorentz group generators [26] are given by
expression
Mµν =
∫ π
0
dσ(xµpν − xνpµ) =
= XµPν −XνPµ + ǫijkN iµN jνSk,
Xµ = Zµ − 12ǫijkΓijµ Sk, (6)
they generate Lorentz transformations of a coor-
dinate frame (N0µ , N
k
µe
k
i ), by which the configura-
tion is decomposed with scalar coefficients. Thus,
Mµν generate “rigid” Lorentz transformations of
the world sheet, not changing its parametriza-
tion. Lorentz generators are in involution with con-
straints: {Mµν , χ0,i} = 0. This fact means simul-
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taneously that the generators of gauge transforma-
tions χ0,i are Lorentz-invariant and generators of
Lorentz group Mµν are gauge-invariant.
Lorentz generators are simple functions (6) of
variables (Z,P, ~S), which in our approach are in-
dependent, i.e. their quantum commutators are
postulated directly from Poisson brackets. In [27]
it has been shown by direct calculation that un-
der these conditions the quantum commutators
[Mµν ,Mρσ ] are anomaly free. We present this com-
putation in Appendix 2. This result is not surpris-
ing, because after the performed formal substitu-
tions the generators of rotations in CMF became
independent canonical variables. At this point the
anomaly is not removed from the theory, but trans-
ferred from the Lorentz group to the gauge group
G. Indeed, the constraints χi are cubic in terms of
oscillator variables and in quantization their alge-
bra acquires exactly the same anomaly that earlier
was in Lorentz group. Now we should do the second
step of the diagram fig.1: select the gauge fixing
conditions, which will eliminate the gauge freedom
associated with G-symmetry. The gauge fixing
conditions of the type ~e3 = (1, 0, 0) would return us
immediately to the standard light cone gauge, with
the anomaly in Lorentz group. We will use the al-
ternative gauge fixing conditions, which relate ~e3
with respect to other dynamical vectors in the sys-
tem, and introduce Lorentz-invariant parametriza-
tion on the world sheet.
At first, we will represent the straight-line string
solution [27] in the constructed light cone gauge.
For this solution the projection of supporting curve
to CMF is a circle, and the string itself has a form
of a straight segment rotating about its middle at
constant angular velocity. According to [27], this
solution allows anomaly-free quantization at arbi-
trary dimension d ≥ 3. It belongs to a border of
classical Regge-plot P 2/2π ≥ S, and in quantum
theory corresponds to a leading Regge-trajectory
P 2/2π = S. In our system of variables this solu-
tion corresponds to a single excited mode a1, if the
gauge axis ~e3 is directed along the spin ~S:
an = 0, n 6= 1, S± = 0, P 22π = S = S3 = |a1|2. (7)
Further we will refer to this case as northern pole
solution (where the circle ~Q(σ) defines the equa-
tor). There is a gauge-equivalent one-modal solu-
tion with exited (a−1)-mode and ~e3 opposite to ~S
(southern pole solution). Other directions of gauge
axis for the straight-line string give infinitely-modal
solutions. Later we will use the solution (7) to
study the structure of general theory in its vicin-
ity.
Gauge fixing conditions we propose have a
form
as + a−s = 0, a∗s + a
∗
−s = 0 (8)
for some s > 0. The straight-line string solution
(7) satisfies these conditions at s > 1. Later, in
Section 4, we will show that conditions (8) can be
imposed on any solution of string theory.
The gauge fixing conditions (8) are preserved by
transformations R3. They are not preserved by
E0, however, there is a remainder of E0-symmetry,
discrete transformation
D2s : an → ane−inπ/s
preserving (8): as + a−s = 0 → −as − a−s = 0.
Therefore, R3,D2s-symmetries are present in the
theory after gauge fixation.
The procedure of gauge fixation, described in
Appendix 1, is the third step on the diagram fig.1.
It results to the same canonical basis as (4), but
without a±s oscillators. This exclusive property
(simplicity of Poisson brackets) follows from the
fact that two gauge fixing conditions (8) are in invo-
lution with each other: {as+a−s, a∗s+a∗−s} = 0, i.e.
generate Abelian group of transformations. By this
fact our approach differs from non-Abelian gauges,
considered in [37] Part I, which possess compli-
cated Poisson brackets. Further we refer to the
constructed parametrization as Lorentz-invariant
Abelian light cone gauge (lia-lcg).
The oscillators a±s now become dependent vari-
ables, whose expressions should be found from χ-
constraints. The contribution of a±s in A3 van-
ishes: 1s (|as|2 − |a−s|2) = 0, as a result, a±s-terms
drop out from χ3 = S3 − A3. This result follows
from the fact that gauge fixing conditions (8) are
preserved by transformation R3 and therefore are
in involution with χ3. The gauge fixing conditions
(8) are not in involution with χ0, and a±s-terms in
L0 do not vanish: |as|2 + |a−s|2 = 2|as|2. Poisson
brackets of (8) with χ± also do not vanish. We
conclude that (8) are gauges for (χ±, χ0), and a±s
should be determined from these three constraints.
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3 Algebraic properties of lia-lcg
Isolating contribution of a±s-oscillators in (5) and
using the relation a−s = −as, we have
a2sd+
1
2asa
∗
sd
∗ + asf + a∗sg +Σ− −
√
P 2
2π S− = 0,
a∗2s d
∗ + 12asa
∗
sd+ a
∗
sf
∗ + asg∗ +Σ+ −
√
P 2
2π S+ = 0,
P 2
2π = L
(s)
0 + 2asa
∗
s, (9)
where
d = d+ − d−, f = f+ − f−, g = g− − g+,
d+ = a
∗
2s/s, d− = a
∗
−2s/s, L
(s)
0 =
∑′
a∗kak
g− =
∑′ 1
kakas−k, g+ =
∑′ 1
kaka−s−k,
f+ =
∑′ (1
s +
1
k
)
aka
∗
s+k, (10)
f− =
∑′ (−1s + 1k
)
aka
∗
−s+k,
Σ− =
∑′ 1
kakana
∗
k+n, Σ+ =
∑′ 1
ka
∗
ka
∗
nak+n,
Σ∗− = Σ+,
Here in the sums
∑′ terms with a(∗)0 and a(∗)±s are
excluded. Introducing denotations
λ =
√
P 2
2π , ns = (λ
2 − L(s)0 )/2,
k = Σ− + 12nsd
∗ − λS−,
we can treat (9) as overdetermined polynomial
system for (as, a
∗
s) at given values of coefficients
(d, f, g, k, ns):
a2sd+ asf + a
∗
sg + k = 0, (11)
a∗2s d
∗ + a∗sf
∗ + asg∗ + k∗ = 0,
asa
∗
s − ns = 0.
In [37] this system was solved analytically us-
ing the technique of Groebner’s basis [39]. The
result comprises a polynomial condition of consis-
tency for the system (11) and rational expressions
for as. The condition of consistency is the Dirac’s
constraint, remaining after imposition of two gauge
fixing conditions (8) to three original constraints
χ0, χ±, it is a polynomial equation of 8th order
in λ =
√
P 2/2π, playing a role of new mass shell
condition. Being used as Hamiltonian, it gener-
ates correct string evolution, consisting of shifts
σ → σ + τ and such reparametrizations that keep
gauge fixing conditions (8) permanently satisfied.
Further analysis of this mechanics can be found
in [37].
For the construction of quantum theory it’s more
convenient to apply a different form of the me-
chanics, using expansion series in the vicinity of
straight-line string (7).
Solutions in the vicinity of straight-line
string
Computing the Jacobian of the system (9) on the
straight-line string’s northern pole solution (7), we
see that this system is non-degenerate at s = 2. In
this case in the vicinity of (7) it has a unique solu-
tion, representable as C∞-smooth analytical func-
tion of coefficients of the system. The solution is
given by series:
a2 =
∑
n≥1
Pna
2
1
|a1|4n , (12)
where Pn are polynomials of a1,Σ−, S−, d, f, g′,
their conjugates and γ, γ−1. Here g′− = g− − a21,
g′ = g′− − g+, γ = (L(2)0 )−1/2. Explicit expres-
sions for the first three polynomials Pn are given
in Appendix 3, their general properties are studied
in [37]. For the purposes of further consideration it
is convenient to extract from a2 a common phase
multiplier a21/|a1|2 and to define a2 = α2 · a21/|a1|2,
so that |a2| = |α2| and
α2 =
∑
n≥1
Pn
|a1|4n−2 ,
P 2
2π
= L
(2)
0 + 2|α2|2. (13)
4 Geometric properties of lia-lcg
In this Section we describe in more details the
transformations, generated by constraints χ0, χi.
At first, we introduce several definitions.
Let’s consider in 3D space: smooth closed curve
~Q(σ) with marked point O and unit norm vector
~e3. Let’s introduce variables
~an =
1
2
√
2π
∮
d~Q(σ) · (14)
· exp
[
2πin
Lt
(
L(σ)− ( ~Q(σ)− ~Q(0))~e3
)]
,
where L(σ) is a length of arc between points O
and ~Q(σ) along the curve, Lt is total length of
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the curve. Two properties obviously follow from
the definition: ~a−n = ~a∗n, ~a0 = 0. Let’s decom-
pose vectors ~an into the components, parallel and
orthogonal to ~e3: ~an = an3~e3 + ~an⊥, and denote
real and imaginary parts of ~an⊥ as ~qn⊥ and ~pn⊥:
~an⊥ = ~qn⊥ + i~pn⊥. Let’s fix some n = s > 0 and
write ~qs⊥ = ~q and ~ps⊥ = ~p. Functions ~q(~e3), ~p(~e3)
define smooth vector fields on unit sphere of ~e3
(tangent to the sphere). Due to topological “hedge-
hog” theorem, these fields have singular points on
the sphere, where corresponding field vanishes, e.g.
~q = 0.
Remark: the curve ~Q is a projection of supporting
curve to CMF. Gauge axis ~e3 relates the following
parametrization to this curve:
σ =
2π
Lt
(L(σ) −Q3(σ) +Q3(0)), (15)
where Q3 = ~Q~e3. Now we recognize in (14)
Fourier modes of function ~a(σ) = ~Q′(σ), where σ
is lcg-parameter (15). This expression is written in
parametric-invariant form, as circulation integral.
Such form of definition is also known in string the-
ory as DDF variables [35]. Vectors ~an⊥ are related
with earlier introduced oscillator variables an as
follows:
~an⊥ = an1~e1 + an2~e2,
an1 = (an + a
∗
−n)/2, an2 = i(an − a∗−n)/2.
e3
O
Q(σ)L(σ)
e3
p
q
Fig.2. Definition of vector fields ~q(~e3), ~p(~e3).
From the above definitions the following prop-
erties become clear: χ3 generates transformations,
preserving ~e3 and ~an⊥; χ1,2 generate rotations of
~e3 and associated changes of ~an⊥ according to the
formula (14). Gauge fixing conditions (8) corre-
spond to a singular point ~q = 0. Evolution, gen-
erated by χ0, is represented as phase rotations
~an⊥ → ~an⊥e−inτ , equivalent to a motion of vec-
tors ~q and ~p along the ellipse, shown at fig.2 on the
right. During the evolution a vector ~ω = ~q × ~p is
preserved, and singular points ~q = 0 move along
zero-level curves of a function F (~e3) = ~ω~e3 = 0.
On these curves the ellipse shown at fig.2-right de-
generates to a segment.
From here we see that gauge fixing conditions
(8) can be imposed on any solution of string the-
ory. Namely, these conditions can be satisfied for
any curve ~Q(σ), directing the light cone gauge axis
~e3 to a singular point ~q(~e3) = 0 of a vector field
on the sphere, constructed in terms of this curve.
Therefore, ~e3 is implicitly expressed in terms of
~Q(σ), which is uniquely related with the variables
of original description: coordinates and momenta
x(σ), p(σ). The vectors ~e1,2 are not fixed and can
freely rotate about ~e3. This gauge transformation
is generated by the constraint χ3, which can be
preserved in the theory, because its non-linearity is
insufficient to create any anomalies.
Now let’s return to the consideration of singular
points ~q(~e3) = 0. In general position the vector
fields on the sphere have even number of singu-
lar points, which is ≥ 2. We remind that non-
degenerate singular points of 2-dimensional vector
fields are [40]:
center nodefocus saddle
Fig.3. Non-degenerate singular points
of 2-dimensional vector field.
Definition 1: For each type index of singularity is
defined as algebraic number of rotations of vector
~q(~e3), when ~e3 passes around singular point (> 0,
if directions of rotations of ~q and ~e3 coincide; < 0
otherwise). For (center, node, focus) it is +1, for
saddle −1.
The sum of all indices is equal to Euler charac-
teristic of the surface, defined as (num. of vertices)
− (num. of edges) + (num. of faces) for any tes-
sellation of the surface. For the sphere this char-
acteristic equals 2, thus generic vector field on a
sphere has 2 singular points of index +1 and arbi-
trary number of self-compensating pairs (+1,−1).
In special cases there can be degenerate singulari-
ties of more complex form, e.g. multi-saddles ob-
tained by a fusion of several saddles.
Presence of several singular points ~q(~e3) = 0
leads to the fact that an orbit of the gauge group
generated by χ-constraints intersects the surface
of gauge fixing conditions (8) in several points of
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the phase space. Because these points are gauge
equivalent, the mechanics possesses discrete gauge
symmetry. This phenomenon encountered in the
theory of non-Abelian gauge fields, where it has
been studied by V.N.Gribov [38]. In full generality
this question was addressed in the paper [34]. We
will call such equivalent points Gribov’s copies.
The following topological invariant can be intro-
duced for Gribov’s copies.
G
F
Fig.4. Gribov’s copies: the orbit of a gauge group G
intersects the surface of gauge fixing condition F in several
points.
Definition 2: let the phase space M be a smooth
orientable manifold. Let the orbit of gauge group
G and the surface of gauge fixing condition F be
its smooth orientable submanifolds with dim(G) =
codim(F ). Let P be the point of their transver-
sal intersection. This means that in point P the
tangent spaces to G and F span the tangent space
to M . Let ~τ(F,P ), ~τ(G,P ) and ~τ(M,P ) be the
bases in the tangent spaces, defining the orienta-
tion of F , G and M , evaluated in point P . The
index of intersection of F and G in point P is de-
fined as a number ν, equal to (+1) if the basis
(~τ(F,P ), ~τ (G,P )) has the same orientation as the
basis ~τ(M,P ), and equal to (−1) if the orientations
are opposite.
It has been shown in [37] that for the Gribov’s
copies of string theory the definitions 1 and 2 co-
incide.
In lia-lcg the copies comprise different sets of os-
cillator variables {an}, which reproduce the same
but differently parameterized curves ~Q(σ). As
a result, Gribov’s copies correspond to discrete
reparametrizations of the world sheet. To iden-
tify the equivalent states, in classical theory the
phase space should be factorized with respect to
this symmetry. Analogous procedures can be ap-
plied in quantum mechanics, e.g. by constructing
irreducible representations for operators possessing
this discrete symmetry and formulating respective
selection rules. However, on the quantum level the
discrete non-linear reparametrizations of the world
sheet can be violated by anomalies, excluding this
symmetry from the theory.
The explicit formulae for the vector fields are
given by (14). There is also an alternative defini-
tion:
~an =
1
2
√
2π
∮
d~Q(σ) · (16)
· exp
[
2πin
Lt
(
L(σ)− ( ~Q(σ)− ~X)~e3
)]
,
where ~X =
∮
dL(σ) ~Q(σ)/Lt defines an average po-
sition of the curve ~Q(σ) and coincides with the def-
inition of mean coordinate (6) projected to CMF.
The difference of (14) and (16) consists in ~e3-
dependent phase factor einϕ(~e3), ϕ(~e3) = 2π( ~X −
~Q(0))~e3/Lt. Because the evolution of ~an is the
phase rotation, the phase factor actually introduces
a difference of “local time” for the evolution of vec-
tor fields on the sphere. This factor preserves the
orbits of Gribov’s copies and changes their evolu-
tion parameter from lcg’s (15) to the natural one
(length of the curve). The definition (16) is more
convenient to describe the evolution of Gribov’s
copies. In [37] the structure of Gribov’s copies for
nearly straight solution (7) has been investigated
using computer visualization of the vector fields
and analytical criteria. It is shown, that for the
straight-line string ~Q0(σ) = (cos σ, sin σ, 0) the vec-
tor field ~qs⊥(~e3) has the following singular points:
at s = 1 two nodes on the equator; at s = 2 sad-
dles on the northern and southern poles and four
nodes on the equator; at s > 2 multi-saddles on
the northern and southern poles and 2s nodes on
the equator. During the evolution the nodes move
along the equator, while the singular points in the
poles stay fixed and saddle patterns rotate around
them. After a small deformation of the string from
straight configuration ~Q(σ) = ~Q0(σ) + δ ~Q(σ) the
nodes move along a common trajectory in the vicin-
ity of the equator; at s = 2 the saddles move in
small loops near the poles; at s > 2 the multi-
saddles are unfolded to (s−1) non-degenerate sad-
dles moving near the poles. After the lapse of time
∆τs = π/s =(period of evolution)/2s the vector
field reverses its direction and the pattern of singu-
larities returns to the initial state (D2s-symmetry).
During this time the equatorial singularities move
to the neighbor ones, pole singularities at s = 2
perform one revolution along the loops.
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5 Quantum mechanics
Canonical operators
[Zµ, Pν ] = −igµν ,
[ak, a
+
n ] = kδkn, k, n 6= 0,±s, (17)
[Si, Sj ] = iǫijkS
k, [Si, ekj ] = iǫikle
l
j ,
[Si, Sj] = −iǫijkSk, [Si, ekj ] = −iǫijlekl ,
[Si, Sj ] = 0, e
k
i e
k
j = δij, Si = e
j
iS
j .
The space of states is a direct product of three
components:
Space of functions Ψ(P ) with the definition
Z = −i∂/∂P .
Fock space with a vacuum
ak|0〉 = 0, k > 0, a+k |0〉 = 0, k < 0 (18)
and states created from vacuum by operators
|{nk}〉 =
∏
k>0,k 6=s
1√
knknk!
(a+k )
nk ·
·
∏
k<0,k 6=−s
1√
(−k)nknk!
(ak)
nk |0〉.
For instance, we will write |112−1〉 = 1√2a
+
1 a
2
−1|0〉
etc. So defined state vectors have positive norm.
Occupation numbers
nk =
1
|k| : a
+
k ak : =
1
|k| ·
{
a+k ak, k > 0
aka
+
k , k < 0
= 0, 1, 2...
Remark: one-component oscillator variables ak
used throughout this paper are related with com-
monly applied two-component oscillators ak1,2 by
the formulae of Section 4, which on quantum level
become: ak = ak1 − iak2, a+k = a−k1 + ia−k2.
The inverse formulae are ak1 = (ak + a
+
−k)/2,
ak2 = i(ak − a+−k)/2. Here taking two sets of oscil-
lator variables aki, i = 1, 2 with a
+
ki = a−ki we con-
struct one set without this property. Usage of one-
component oscillators simplifies the algebra. It’s
easy to verify that the definition of vacuum (18)
is equivalent to a standard one aki|0〉 = 0, k > 0
and the states |{nk}〉 are the linear combinations
of
∏
k>0(a
+
k1)
nk1(a+k2)
nk2 |0〉.
Quantum top: the space of states is formed by
functions Ψ(e), eji ∈ SO(3). For the rotation
group two representations are possible: single- and
double-valued [41]. Spin is defined as differen-
tial operator Si = −iǫijkejl ∂/∂ekl , while the pro-
jection of spin onto the coordinate system ~ei is
Si = iǫijke
l
j∂/∂e
l
k. Operator S
i generates the rota-
tion of the coordinate system ~ei in external space,
while Si generates the rotations about the axes ~ei.
These transformations act on different indices in
ekj . They commute, therefore S
3 and S3 are si-
multaneously observable. Matrix elements of spin
components do not depend on the representation
of the algebra and have well known form [43]:
〈S(S3 − 1)S3|S+|SS3S3〉 =
√
S(S + 1)− S3(S3 − 1),
〈S(S3 + 1)S3|S−|SS3S3〉 =
√
S(S + 1)− S3(S3 + 1),
all other elements vanish. Concrete representation
of quantum top is described by Wigner’s functions
[42,43]:
|SS3S3〉 = DSS3S3(e), S3, S3 = −S,−S + 1 ... S.
Here S characterizes the eigenvalue of Casimir op-
erator ~S2 = SiSi = SiSi = S(S + 1), com-
muting with all spin components. S is integer
for single-valued representation of SO(3) and half-
integer for double-valued one. Further constraint
S3 = A3 ∈ Z selects only integer S-values. The
paper [37] Part III explains in more details, why in
this problem only integer values of S are available.
The constraints, being functions of Si and oscilla-
tor variables, commute with ~S2, as a result, the
determination of mass spectrum can be performed
separately for each S value.
Lorentz group generators are directly defined
by their classical expressions (6):
Mµν = X[µPν] + ǫijkN
i
µN
j
νS
k,
where the square brackets denote antisymmetriza-
tion of indices. The generators are Hermitian op-
erators, forming closed algebra of Lorentz group,
see Appendix 2. Acting on the state vectors, the
second term in this expression generates the rota-
tions of ~ei in the argument of the wave function,
while the first term generates Lorentz transforma-
tions of Pµ, associated changes of CMF axes N
α
µ
and certain rotations of the basis ~ei in CMF.
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Constraints χ3|Ψ〉 = H|Ψ〉 = 0 are imposed on
the states according to Dirac’s theory of constra-
ined dynamical systems [30]. Here χ3 = S3 −A(s)3 ,
A
(s)
3 =
∑
k 6=0,±s
1
k : a
+
k ak : =
∑
k 6=0,±s
sign k · nk,
L
(s)
0 =
∑
k 6=0,±s
: a+k ak : =
∑
k 6=0,±s
|k| · nk,
and the Hamiltonian H is a mass shell condition
constructed below. The operators χ3 and H are
Hermitian. For the operators entering in Hamil-
tonian: d±, f±, g±,Σ± and their conjugates we re-
serve a term elementary operators. They can be de-
fined by their classical expressions (10), with only
replacement of complex conjugation to Hermitian
one. These definitions have no ordering ambigui-
ties. For the states with the finite number of oc-
cupied modes the matrix elements 〈{n′k}|op|{nk}〉
of elementary operators op are described by finite
sums.
Symmetries R3,D2s in quantum theory are gen-
erated by operators
R3 = e
−iχ3α, D˜2s = eiL
(s)
0 π/s,
where tilde indicates that the symmetry acts in the
space of internal variables, not including the mean
coordinate X (due to omission of P 2 in the gen-
erator). It’s convenient to introduce the notion
of (∆S3,∆A3,∆L0)-charges for operators satisfy-
ing the relations: [S3, op] = ∆S3 · op, [A(s)3 , op] =
∆A3 · op, [L(s)0 , op] = ∆L0 · op, i.e. the operators,
which increase or decrease the quantum numbers
(S3, A
(s)
3 , L
(s)
0 ) by (∆S3,∆A3,∆L0) units:
op|S3, A(s)3 , L(s)0 〉 = |S3+∆S3, A(s)3 +∆A3, L(s)0 +∆L0〉.
Particularly, ∆S3(an) = 0, ∆A3(an) = −1,
∆L0(an) = −n. Hermitian conjugation of oper-
ators reverses the sign of their charges. The el-
ementary operators have ∆S3 = 0 and definite
(∆A3,∆L0)-charges, see Table 1. The discrete
symmetry D2s is also characterized by the charge
Q = L
(s)
0 mod 2s, so that the subspaces with given
Q are eigenspaces D˜2s|Q〉 = eiπQ/s|Q〉, and D2s-
symmetric operators keep these subspaces invari-
ant.
For spin components the commutation relations
(17) correspond to raising/lowering operators
S± = S1 ± iS2, [S3, S±] = ±S±, [S+, S−] = 2S3,
S± = S1 ± iS2, [S3, S±] = ∓S±, [S+, S−] = −2S3,
i.e. ∆S3(S±) = ±1, ∆S3(S±) = ∓1. In further
mechanics only low-index operators Si will partic-
ipate. Linear combinations l± = λ1S± + λ2Σ± do
not have definite ∆S3 and ∆A3 charges, but have
definite ∆χ3 = ∆S3−∆A3 = ∓1. Because the clas-
sical symmetries are defined by polynomial struc-
ture, they are preserved on the quantum level. Par-
ticularly, quantum Hamiltonian possesses R3,D2s-
symmetries, as a result, its non-zero matrix el-
ements form blocks, located on (χ3Q)-diagonal:
〈χ3 = 0, Q|H|χ3 = 0, Q〉.
Quantum Hamiltonian
Further we fix s = 2. Quantum analog of (13) is
constructed as follows:
α2 =
∑
n≥1
n˜−2n+11 : Pn :, (19)
where n˜1 = a
+
1 a1 + c1. Here we introduce a con-
stant term c1, whose contribution vanishes on clas-
sical level (in the limit of large occupation numbers
a+1 a1), and add analogous terms in quantum defi-
nition γ = (L
(2)
0 + c2)
−1/2 and in the definition of
mass shell condition, which we fix as follows:
P 2
2π
= L
(2)
0 + 2α2α
+
2 + c3. (20)
The operator α2 has charges (∆χ3 = −1,∆Q = 0),
while for P 2 (∆χ3 = 0,∆Q = 0). Polynomials Pn
are defined by expressions of Appendix 3, where we
substitute the definitions (10) of elementary opera-
tors and fix the ordering, shown in Table 1. This or-
dering puts L
(2)
0 -lowering elementary operators to
the right from L
(2)
0 -raising ones, thus providing bet-
ter convergence properties for the expansion (19).
Particularly, the matrix elements of α2 between the
states with finite L
(2)
0 are given by finite sums, and
large n terms of (19) contribute only to the ma-
trix elements with large L
(2)
0 , due to the following
property [37]:
〈L(2)0 = N1, S| : Pn : |L(2)0 = N2, S〉 = 0, if
n > min{1+(N1+N2)/2, (4+2(N1+N2)+4S)/5}.
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Table 1: L
(2)
0 -normally ordered elementary operators
a+1 (d−)
+ d+ (f−)+ f+ (g′−)+ g+ Σ− Σ+ (g+)+ g′− (f+)+ f− (d+)+ d− a1
∆L
(2)
0 1 4 4 2 2 2 2 0 0 −2 −2 −2 −2 −4 −4 −1
∆A
(2)
3 1 −1 1 0 0 2 −2 −1 1 2 −2 0 0 −1 1 −1
In the products of spin components S±, commut-
ing with elementary operators, we select the order-
ing S+S−, so that S3-raising operator S− stands
on the right and annulates the states with maxi-
mal spin projection S3 = S. We remind that clas-
sically S3 = S = P
2/2π corresponds to one-modal
solution, straight-line string, associated with the
leading Regge trajectory.
The introduced ordering possesses the other
feature convenient for computations: the matrix el-
ements of the normally ordered operators restricted
to finite-dimensional subspaces, behave regularly
when the dimension of subspaces increases.
Namely, the matrix in larger space includes the
matrix in smaller space as an exact subma-
trix. Let opi(N) = 〈L(2)0 ≤ N,S|opi|L(2)0 ≤ N,S〉
be restrictions of elementary operators opi
to finite-dimensional space L
(2)
0 ≤ N , at
given S. Let : P (opi) : be L
(2)
0 -normally
ordered polynomial of opi. Then (i) at
N1 < N2 the matrix : P (opi(N1)) : is a sub-
matrix of : P (opi(N2)) : and (ii) : P (opi(N)) :=
〈L(2)0 ≤ N,S| : P (opi) : |L(2)0 ≤ N,S〉. Without
normal ordering this simple behavior would be
violated.
Practically, we compute the matrix elements of
elementary operators in (L
(2)
0 ≤ N,S)-subspace.
The dimension of this subspace is rapidly increas-
ing with N,S, e.g. dim = 281216 for N = 20,
S = 6, so that the elementary operators are repre-
sented as matrices of very large size (dim × dim).
The matrices have noticeable block structure, cor-
responding to their (∆S3,∆A3,∆L0)-charge prop-
erties. As a result, non-zero matrix elements of α2,
necessary for computation of P 2, are located in the
blocks 〈S3 = A(2)3 , Q|α2|S3 = A(2)3 +1, Q〉, while P 2
itself is located in 〈S3 = A(2)3 , Q|P 2|S3 = A(2)3 , Q〉.
In addition to these properties we use the fact
that elementary matrices inside (S3, A
(2)
3 , L
(2)
0 )-
blocks are very sparse (at large N,S their non-zero
content occupies less than 1% of the blocks), and
implement special algorithms for sparse block ma-
trix computations, described in more details in [37].
Finally, we determine the spectrum of P 2/2π up
to the values N = 20, S = 6 and the number
of terms in expansion (19) up to n = 3. The
resulting spectrum (P 2/2π, S) is shown on fig.6.
The spectrum has common features with the up-
per part of (L
(2)
0 , A
(2)
3 ) spectrum, shown on fig.5.
The beginning of the spectrum (P 2/2π, S) consists
of three almost linear Regge trajectories. There
is a 2-unit gap between the first and the second
trajectories. The third trajectory starts at S = 1
level. For the next trajectories the degenerate
states of fig.5 become splitted on fig.6. The states
at (P 2/2π, S) = (3, 1) and (4, 0) comprise two nu-
merically close pairs with P 2/2π = 3, 3.0046 and
P 2/2π = 4, 4.0066, while the other states on fig.6
are non-degenerate (not counting trivial degener-
acy for the upper-index S3 = −S...S and direc-
tion of Pµ). The spectrum is computed for the
values c1 = 2, c2 = 4, c3 = 0. Smaller values
of c1, c2 correspond to higher non-linearities in the
spectrum, while larger values of c1, c2 make the
spectrum more linear and closer to the spectrum of
(L
(2)
0 , A
(2)
3 ≥ 0). Further for clarity we fix c3 = 0.
Table 2: eigenvectors with P 2/2π ∈ Z.
P 2/2π = L
(2)
0 S = S3 = A
(2)
3 |{nk}〉
0 0 |0〉
2 0 |111−1〉
4 0 |212−1〉
1 1 |11〉
3 1 |13〉
The following properties of the spectrum have been
found in [37]:
1) for all c1,2 > 0 the states from Table 2 are an-
nulated by α+2 and have integer-valued P
2/2π.
2) let’s keep in α+2 only the leading (1/n˜1)-term:
α+2 |n=1 = (−Σ− + S−/γ)/n˜1. For all c1,2 > 0 the
states from the first two Regge-trajectories are an-
13
nulated by α+2 |n=1. In this approximation the first
two Regge-trajectories have integer-valued P 2/2π
and are linear: P 2/2π = S + k, k = 0, 2.
3) in the limit 1<<c21<<c2<<c
4
1 the spec-
trum of (P 2/2π, S) tends to the spectrum of
(L
(2)
0 , A
(2)
3 ≥ 0).
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Remark: the first Regge trajectory corresponds to
the straight-line string’s northern pole solution (7),
further trajectories are created by expansion (12)
in the vicinity of the northern pole solution. Clas-
sically there are gauge equivalent solutions near
the southern pole and the equator, which pos-
sess the same (P 2, S). In quantum mechanics we
do not see these additional solutions in the spec-
trum. Particularly, the first Regge trajectory is
non-degenerate. We conclude, that the equivalence
between these solutions is lost in quantum mechan-
ics. The spectra for additional solutions can be
shifted to the region of large masses, or the quan-
tum expansions (19) can even diverge on these so-
lutions. Indeed, the classical solutions in the vicin-
ity of the northern pole (7) possess large n1 and
small nk, k ∈ Z\{0, 1,±2}, providing the conver-
gence for (1/n1)-expansion (12). In quantum me-
chanics the convergence of expansion (19) is sup-
ported by the finite number of occupied modes in
(L
(2)
0 ≤ N)-spaces and the normal ordering of op-
erators. For the solutions near the southern pole
n1 → 0, and the usage of (1/n1)-expansions is
problematic. One can use (1/n−1)-series to con-
struct a definition of mass shell condition, alterna-
tive to (20), however these definitions will substan-
tially differ on the quantum level and in fact will
create two distinct theories. For the solutions on
the equator infinite number of oscillator modes are
excited, and for these solutions the convergence of
the expansions is not guaranteed neither on clas-
sical nor on quantum level. This argumentation
explains why the usage of (1/n1)-series in the vicin-
ity of the northern pole solution preserves only one
Gribov’s copy in the quantum theory.
6 Discussion
In this paper we have constructed the quantum
theory of open Nambu-Goto string in the space-
time of dimension d = 4. The general approach
is the selection of the light-cone gauge with the
gauge axis related in Lorentz-invariant way with
the world sheet. In this approach the Lorentz group
transforms the world sheet together with the gauge
axis and is not followed by reparametrizations. As
a result, the theory becomes free of anomalies in
Lorentz group and in the group of internal sym-
metries of the system. The constructed quantum
theory possesses spin-mass spectrum with Regge-
like behavior.
Certain problems are still present in this theory,
which however do not hinder its implementations,
e.g. for the construction of string models of the
hadrons. The results, produced by the theory, are
influenced by ordering of operators and other de-
tails of quantization procedure. The theory does
not contain algebraic anomalies, but possesses the
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features, which can be called spectral anomalies.
Particularly, Hamiltonian P 2/2π, classically gen-
erating 2π-periodic evolution, in quantum theory
is influenced by ordering rules and does not have
strictly equidistant spectrum. This fact does not
create problems for the hadronic models, where this
spectrum is subjected to phenomenological correc-
tions and experimentally is not strictly equidis-
tant as well. The theory also possesses a topolog-
ical defect, appearing as a discrete gauge symme-
try, identifying the points in the phase space (Gri-
bov’s copies). This classical symmetry is related
with discrete non-linear reparametrizations of the
world sheet and is not preserved on the quantum
level. In our construction we use the expansion se-
ries in the vicinity of one Gribov’s copy, by these
means distinguishing it in the quantum theory. We
have also shown that the leading term of the ex-
pansion, which has a minimal ordering ambiguity
and is easier for computation, is sufficient to repro-
duce Regge behavior of the spectrum. Therefore,
practically one can keep this term to describe the
main effect and include further terms in the form
of phenomenological corrections, together with the
contributions of other nature [7–15]: gluonic tube
thickness, quark masses and charges, spin-orbital
interaction, etc.
In conclusion we perform the comparison of the
obtained spectrum with the results of other existing
approaches to non-critical quantization of string
theory. This problem was previously solved for cer-
tain submanifolds in the phase space of open string
at d = 4, which represent the world sheets of a spe-
cial form, i.e. particular types of string motion.
The first example is given by the above men-
tioned straight-line string solution [27], whose spin-
mass spectrum consists of a single leading Regge
trajectory, see fig.7a. In [12] this quantum model
was extended by the spin and electric charges of
the quarks, describing well the experimentally ob-
served states in the spectrum of light mesons, and
some of their radiative transitions.
The straight-line string can be considered as es-
sentially one-parametric solution, where the only
parameter is the length of the string. The pa-
per [28] considered a generalization of this mechan-
ics, and shown that an arbitrary two-parametric
family of string motion, containing the straight-line
string solution as a subset, after a definite weak
topological restriction, admits anomaly free quan-
tization. Its spectrum, presented at fig.7b, con-
tains infinite number of Regge trajectories. All the
states in this spectrum are non-degenerate (have
multiplicity one).
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Fig.7. Spin-mass spectra for the theories of restricted
types of string motion, admitting anomaly free quantiza-
tion at d = 4: (a) straight-line string [27], (b) 2-parametric
string [28], (c) axially symmetric string [29], (d) stratum
ν0 = 1 in the phase space [26].
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The paper [29] has considered a special type of
string motion, where the string in the center-of-
mass frame possesses an axial symmetry. This type
of motion already includes an infinite number of
degrees of freedom. It allows anomaly free quan-
tization in Lorentz-invariant light cone gauge, re-
lated with the axis of symmetry. Corresponding
spectrum, shown at fig.7c, consists of the infinite
number of Regge trajectories with non-trivial mul-
tiplicities.
The paper [26] has considered the motions of a
general form, and obtained spin-mass spectrum for
a special infinite-dimensional subset (ν0 = 1 stra-
tum), possessing a simple topological structure. Its
spectrum (fig.7d) as well contains the infinite num-
ber of Regge trajectories, with the multiplicities
constant along the trajectories, and 2-unit gap be-
tween the first two trajectories.
The presented spectra possess evident structural
similarities. The discrepancies are caused by the
fact that the approaches [26–29] consider different
types of motion, and as well by deviations ∼ h¯
inherent to quantization procedure. Conceptually,
these theories are different implementations of the
same underlying ideas, leading to the main com-
mon result: the absence of quantum anomalies in
Lorentz group at physical dimension of the space-
time.
Appendix 1:
symplectic structure of the phase space.
The formalism of symplectic geometry [27, 31] is
convenient to describe the structure of the phase
space in Hamiltonian dynamics with constraints.
The phase space is a smooth manifold, endowed
by a closed non-degenerate differential 2-form Ω =
1
2ωijdX
i ∧ dXj (in some local coordinates Xi, i =
1, . . . , 2n). Poisson brackets are defined by the
form as {Xi,Xj} = ωij, where ‖ωij‖ is inverse
to ‖ωij‖: ωijωjk = δki . Let’s consider a surface in
the phase space, given by the 2nd class constraints:
χα(X) = 0 (α = 1, . . . , r), det‖{χα, χβ}‖ 6= 0. Re-
duction on this surface consists in the substitution
of its explicit parametrization Xi = Xi(ua) (a =
1, . . . , 2n − r) into the form:
Ω =
1
2
Ωabdu
a ∧ dub, Ωab = ∂X
i
∂ua
ωij
∂Xj
∂ub
.
Here det‖Ωab‖ 6= 0. Matrix ‖Ωab‖ , inverse to
‖Ωab‖, defines Poisson brackets on the surface:
{ua, ub} = Ωab. This method is equivalent to com-
monly used Dirac brackets’ formalism [30]:
{ua, ub}D = {ua, ub}−{ua, χα}Παβ{χβ , ub} = Ωab,
where ‖Παβ‖ is inverse to ‖Παβ‖: Παβ =
{χα, χβ}. In string theory canonical Poisson brack-
ets {xµ(σ), pν(σ˜)} = gµνδ(σ − σ˜) correspond to
symplectic form Ω =
∫ π
0 dσ δpµ(σ) ∧ δxµ(σ). By
a substitution of expressions for xµ(σ), pµ(σ) in
terms of Qµ(σ), given by eqs.(1), it is transformed
to the form
Ω = 12 dPµ ∧ dQµ(0) +
+14
∫ 2π
0
dσ δQ′µ(σ) ∧ δQµ(σ),
and by substitution of light cone parametriza-
tion (3):
Ω = dPµ ∧ dZµ +
∑
k 6=0
1
ik
da∗k ∧ dak +
+12d~ei ∧ d(~S × ~ei). (21)
Inverting the coefficient matrix of this form (in the
presence of orthonormality constraints ~ei~ej = δij),
we obtain Poisson brackets (4). Further, substi-
tuting the gauge fixing conditions (8) to the form
(21), we see that a±s-terms cancel each other:
1
is(da
∗
s ∧ das − da∗−s ∧ da−s) = 0. After the re-
duction we obtain the same canonical basis as (4),
but with {ak, a∗n} = ikδkn, k, n ∈ Z\{0,±s}. To
study this property in more detail, we introduce
the variables q1 = Re(as + a−s)/2, q2 = −Im(as +
a−s)/2, p1 = Im(as−a−s)/2, p2 = Re(as−a−s)/2,
and rewrite a±s-terms of the symplectic form as
4
s (dp1 ∧ dq1 − dp2 ∧ dq2). Gauge fixing conditions
(8) are rewritten to q1 = q2 = 0, now we see that
the variables p1,2, canonically conjugated to q1,2,
drop out from the symplectic form. p1,2 should
be expressed in terms of other dynamical variables
from χ-constraints and, independently on the com-
plexity of these expressions, Poisson brackets of the
mechanics remain simple.
Appendix 2:
absence of anomalies in [Mµν ,Mρσ].
Representing Mµν = Z[µPν] − 12ǫijkΓij[µPν]Sk +
ǫijkN
i
µN
j
νS
k = Z[µPν] + G
k
µν(P )S
k and writ-
ing the commutator [Z[µPν] + G
k
µν(P )S
k, Z[ρPσ] +
16
Gnρσ(P )S
n], we see that the term [Z[µPν], Z[ρPσ]]
coincides with the commutator of Lorentz gen-
erators in a theory of point-like particles,
which is free of any anomalies; in the term
[Gkµν(P )S
k, Gnρσ(P )S
n] the only non-commuting
variables are [Sk, Sn] = iǫknmS
m, as a result we
obtain the expression of the form GGS, including
only commuting variables, and the result coincides
(up to the multiplier i) with the Poisson bracket of
the corresponding classical variables; in the term
[Z[µPν], G
n
ρσ(P )S
n] and the remaining one, related
with this term by the replacements (µ ↔ ρ, ν ↔
σ, n ↔ k), the only non-commuting variables are
[Zµ, G
n
ρσ(P )], and the computation of this commu-
tator gives the derivative ∂Gnρσ(P )/∂Pµ, thus we
obtain the expression (∂G)PS, which includes the
commuting operators and again coincides with the
Poisson bracket. Therefore, considered commuta-
tor has no anomalous terms and its computation
actually coincides with the computation of the cor-
responding Poisson bracket. Note that this bracket
necessarily represents canonical relations for the
Lorentz algebra:
{Mµν ,Mρσ} = gρ[νMσµ] + gσ[νMµ]ρ,
because the transformations we performed consist
only in the change of canonical basis ai → bi in the
phase space, which preserves the original Poisson
bracket {Mµν ,Mρσ}. This fact was also proven by
direct computation in [27].
Appendix 3: coefficients of expansion (12).
P1 = −Σ+ + S+/γ,
P2 = a
∗
1
2 f∗ Σ− + a1
2 g′
∗
Σ+ − a
∗
1
2 f∗ S−/γ − a1
2 g′
∗
S+/γ,
P3 = −a
∗
1
4 f∗ g′Σ− − a1
2 a∗1
2 f∗ g′
∗
Σ− − a
∗
1
4 d∗Σ−
2
−a1
2 a∗1
2 f f∗ Σ+ − a1
4 g′
∗2
Σ+ − a1
2 a∗1
2 dΣ− Σ+/2
+a∗1
4 f∗ g′ S−/γ + a1
2 a∗1
2 f∗ g′
∗
S−/γ + 2 a
∗
1
4 d∗ Σ− S−/γ
+a1
2 a∗1
2 dΣ+ S−/2 γ − a
∗
1
4 d∗ S−
2/γ2 + a1
2 a∗1
2 f f∗ S+/γ
+a1
4 g′
∗2
S+/γ + a1
2 a∗1
2 dΣ− S+/2 γ + a1
2 a∗1
2 γΣ− Σ+ S+
−a1
2 a∗1
2 d S− S+/2 γ
2
− a1
2 a∗1
2Σ+ S− S+ − a1
2 a∗1
2Σ− S+
2
+a1
2 a∗1
2 S− S+
2/γ.
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